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The objectives of this study were to 1) upgrade the

direct scanning X-ray wood densitometer and then verify its

capabilities by 2) categorizing within-tree patterns of

variation in two Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzeisii (Mirb.)

Franco) trees, 3) evaluating the breast height specimen

density as a measure of whole tree density and 4) measuring

within stand density variation in twenty trees to determine

the minimum sample size required to estimate wood quality

for a stand. Wood quality for the purposes of this study

was defined by wood density and its components, juvenile

wood volumes and rate of growth.

The direct scanning X-ray densitometer has been

designed and implemented to provide access to within tree

ring density data of thin wood sections -- 1.5 to 2.5 mm

thick -- up to 340 mm in length. Menu driven software

controls the scanning system and facilitates a variety of
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data acquistion utilities. Acquired X-ray attenuation data

is converted to density data, plotted for operator review

and then reduced to obtain nine data values for each tree

ring, in a scan specimen.

Within tree density variation due to sample position,

north or south, was not significant at the 95% confidence

level. Radially, density initially decreased in successive

rings from the pith for a period of three to five years

and then gradually increased to a maximum at the bark.

Disk density decreased with tree height due to the

decreasing mature wood growth rings.

A transition in density characteristics between 15-20

years signaled a transition from juvenile to mature wood

characteristics. Juvenile wood decreased in volume with

increasing tree height due to a decreasing rate of growth.

Breast height densities were higher than average stem

densities. The correlations between breast height and tree

densities suggest that breast height specimens do provide

a measure of stem density and its variability.

Stand density variability dictates a sampling of

approximately ten trees to get an accurate measure of

average stand density. Considering some of the problems

incurred with increment core sampling I would suggest that

twenty cores be taken from a stand and then the ten best

be used to evaluate stand density.
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Measurement of Within-Tree Density Variations
In Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii(Mirb.) Franco)

Using Direct Scanning X-ray Techniques

Introduction

The forest products industry is in the midst of

significant changes to its raw material base. Variations in

wood product quality, related to increases in the juvenile

wood proportion, faster rate of growth, and lower wood

density of more raw material, have become an increasing

source of concern. As old growth forests are cut or

excluded from cutting for various reasons, the raw material

base must be made up of more fast-growth, short-rotation

timber. The wood quality of this short-rotation material

may be expected to vary from that of old growth timber.

These changes will continue to present new challenges

to forest managers and wood products manufacturers alike.

Forest management people will need to produce the highest

quality wood possible, while manufacturers, through

research and development, must assure the highest quality

product. This concept of quality is essential to the best

utilization of the forest resource and to our ability to

compete in world markets.

Considering the assortment of products manufactured

from wood, it seems reasonable that the quality criteria

would vary. There are, however, certain properties of wood

that are fundamental quality measures to many products.



Wood density1 is such a property. Density may be used to

estimate strength properties, yields in pulping, and

machinability to name a few. Changes in wood density may be

expected to result in changes in final products. When

speaking of second growth Douglas-fir timber, density is

the primary wood quality consideration for many product

applications.

In evaluating Douglas-fir wood density, it is useful

to consider the annual cyclic pattern in which trees grow.

In the spring the tree grows vigorously and rapidly. Cells

are generally thin-walled with large lumens, and wood

density is low. At some point cell walls begin to thicken

as lumen area decreases. Finally, there are thick cell

walls and small diameter lumens. At this point the wood

cell is at or near its maximum density. Each of these

stages of growth can be expected to impact on the wood

density.

In addition to this annual density pattern there

exists a pattern of juveniltiy in density properties.

Juvenile wood is descriptive of wood laid down in the first

years of tree growth at a given height; then through a

gradual process the successive years of tree growth produce

mature wood. Juvenile wood densities will impact overall

stem densities in proportion to juvenile wood volume within

the stem. As tree rotations are reduced, the percentage of

1. Relative density of wood expressed on an "as is"; air
dry weight and volume, or air dry volume and ovendry
weight. (Jozsa et al, 1987)
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juvenile wood available will increase. Though all of the

interactions between growth factors and wood density are

not understood, changes in growth rates and tree rotations

will influence wood density.

I have alluded to three measures of wood quality that

will be of primary interest to this study. These measures

are density, proportion of juvenile wood and rate of

growth. Fundamentally there is wood density, which

according to Kellogg (1986), is the single most important

clear wood characteristic for pulp, lumber and plywood.

Increases in juvenile wood proportions not only affect

average density values, but, due to anatomical differences,

may adversely affect other wood properties. Rate of growth,

traditionally used in grading rules as a measure of wood

quality (WWPA 1982), is of special concern in intensively

managed forests where volume is often the primary quality

consideration.

Measuring wood quality criteria in standing timber

would provide valuable product assessment information for

forest managers. Ideally a single, breast height increment

core would be removed from a tree, and from this core

accurate wood quality predictions would be made for the

tree. Then, through a proven sampling scheme, these tree

predictions might be used to make an estimate of wood

properties for an entire stand of timber. From this

information more cost-effective decision making could be

applied to individual cutting units.
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Direct scanning X-ray densitometry refers to the

technique of passing X-rays through a wood specimen onto a

detection device. Though wood is relatively transparent to

X-rays, some energy is absorbed. This absorption can be

related to the amount of wood material that the X-rays must

pass through. If a wood specimen of uniform thickness is

scanned beneath an X-ray source the intensity of X-rays

striking the detector, and thus the output of the detector,

will be inversely proportional to variations in wood

density.

X-ray densitometry techniques have made easier the

measurement of macro- and microcharacteristics of growth

rings and the identification of juvenile wood zones within

the stem. Bodner (1984), using X-ray film densitometry, and

Choi (1987), utilizing direct scanning densitometry, both

demonstrated the usefulness of these techniques to the

measurement of within tree-ring characteristics by relating

tree-ring data to the mechanical properties of the wood.

Application of X-ray densitometry techniques and

better understanding of the existing patterns of

variability within and among trees should help advance wood

quality assessment in standing timber.



Objective

The overall goal of this project is to confirm the

usefulness of direct scanning X-ray densitometry techniques

to the investigation and determination of wood quality

characteristics in standing timber. Wood quality will be

defined using density and its components, juvenile wood

characteristics, and rate of growth.

The objectives of this study are to:

Upgrade the direct scanning X-ray wood

densitometer at Oregon State University (OSU).

Investigate and categorize within-tree patterns of

variation in two Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii

(Mirb.) Franco) trees.

Investigate the relationship between whole-tree

wood quality characteristics and those same

characteristics measured in breast-height samples.

Measure the sample variability within a stand of

trees to determine the minimum sample size required

to obtain an estimate of wood quality for a stand.

The first objective is to provide the College of

Forestry with a tool for further research in the areas of

genetics, recovery, and environmental studies. The

remaining objectives are to demonstrate the densitometer's

reliability while applying it to wood quality assessment in

standing timber.

5



Literature Review

Wood Quality - Definition

The term wood quality is not easily defined. Harper

(1965), summarizing a 1965 conference on wood quality

characterized the term "quality" as "nebulous" and "so big

you usually can see only part of it at a time." The variety

of products that are made from wood range from fine tissue

papers to railroad ties to engineered structural products.

Appearance may be the primary quality criteria for products

such as furniture, while others such as structural lumber

must meet specific strength requirements. It seems

reasonable that the quality criteria for such an assortment

of products will vary.

Fundamental to assessing wood quality is evaluation of

the final product requirements. Haygreen (1982) defines

quality as, "... a measure of the characteristics of wood

that influence the properties of the products made from

it." In the words of Worth (1965), "Quality is the

systematic means of deciding about the suitability of a

material or product for its intended end use." In this

sense, wood quality may be objective relating to specific

wood properties, or it may be subjective based purely on

its appeal.

6



Ouality Criteria ... Density

Wood density measures the mass of wood cell wall

material per unit volume. Wood grows in an annual cyclic

fashion. In the spring cells are generally thin-walled with

large lumens, and wood density is low. This wood is known

as earlywood. At some point cell walls begin to thicken as

lumen area decreases. Finally there are thick cell walls

and small lumens, and the wood cell is at or near its

maximum density. This wood is known as latewood. Density

differences between earlywood and latewood, and the nature

of the transition, is important in controlling the

properties of wood (Panshin and DeZeeuw, 1970).

Density is considered by many as the most significant

wood quality criteria. Kellogg (1982), would confine

quality assessment to a single criteria -- wood density.

Focusing on the economic impact of density variations, he

concludes that density is the single most important clear

wood characteristic for pulp, lumber and plywood, as it

directly affects recovery. According to Megraw (1972),

density is easily measured and provides the greatest

leverage on knowledge fundamental to both supply and end

use factors. McKimmy (1986), identifies density as the

single most-looked-at quality indicator, as it summarizes

many others. However, he concludes that density alone is

not enough and suggests that more work is needed on

juvenile wood.

7



Ouality Criteria ... Juvenile Wood

Wood can typically be characterized in at least two

relatively distinct categories based on age -- juvenile and

mature wood. Rendle (1960), describes juvenile wood as that

wood produced during the early life of a tree at a given

height. The anatomical structure is characterized "by a

progressive increase in the dimensions and corresponding

changes in form" of the cells in successive years. This

contrasts with mature wood which exhibits a full cell size

and a constant pattern. Panshin and DeZeeuw (1970), state

that the primary basis for defining juvenile wood is cell

wall structure and wood properties. Specific gravity,

latewood percentage, and tensile strength of juvenile wood

are low. Tracheid length is shorter than mature wood, and

greater fibril angles result in decreased dimensional

stability. The Wood Handbook (1974), identifies juvenile

wood as atypical and suggests that it be avoided in

applications where shrinkage is a problem.

Zobel (1984), evaluating the world timber supply

describes juvenile wood as that wood produced at the center

of the tree and related to a tree's age relative to the

pith. As harvest ages are reduced there will be increasing

amounts of juvenile wood in the raw material base for the

forest products industry. This is undesireable because

juvenile wood has shorter tracheids, thinner cell walls,

8
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lower cellulose yields, and decreased stability and

strength.

According to Smith and Briggs (1986), given an 18-

inch-diameter tree 100 feet high, age of the tree will

significantly impact the total volume of juvenile wood. A

36-year-old tree will consist of 60 percent juvenile wood,

whereas a 72-year-old tree of the same diameter will have

only 25 percent juvenile wood. Clearly age may be used to

manipulate the juvenile wood fraction within the tree.

Looking at Douglas-fir, Senft et al (1985), reported

on the problems associated with juvenile wood. These

included low density, increased shrinkage, and lower end

product values and strengths. Senft et al (1985), reported

on increasing incidents of warp and shrinkage problems with

lumber in service, related directly to the increasing

percentages of juvenile wood. They identify a need for

tying the silvicultural practices and the final product

requirements more closely together to maintain and improve

wood quality standards.

In order to more clearly identify the amount of

juvenile wood in the tree, considerable work has been done

on determining the demarcation between juvenile wood and

mature wood. Rendle (1960), determined that the choice of

measurement criteria will affect the choice of demarcation

between juvenile and mature wood. In loblolly pine,

Bendtsen and Senft (1986), reported that when the criteria

for juvenile wood was average ring density, the demarcation
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was 15 years. If tracheid length was used as the criterion

then the demarcation was 18 years; and when fibril angle

was considered, the wood could not be considered fully

mature until it was 30 years old. They concluded that wood

gradually assumes the characteristics of maturity. Senft et

al (1986), looking at a single 60-year-old Douglas-fir

tree, determined the demarcation between juvenile and

mature wood to be 15 years when average ring density was

the differentiating criteria. Again they recognized that

the demarcation age varied, based on the wood criteria

selected to measure juvenility.

Megraw (1986), relates that the evidence is

overwhelming that properties of the wood per se are not

changing in young growth timber, but instead the

proportions of the wood, juvenile versus mature, are

changing. This translates into changing wood quality due to

the inherent differences in properties between mature and

juvenile wood. Kellogg (1986), also suggests that density

changes reflect the growing percentage of juvenile wood.

It would not be practical to view these quality

criteria separately. Wood density may be viewed as the

product of many components. These include earlywood and

latewood and the percentages of each, plus juvenile wood

and mature wood and again the percentages of each. Rate of

growth impacts the earlywood-to-latewood transition and may

be a relative measure of juvenility. These components will

be our primary measures of wood quality.



Growth Patterns

Research into the patterns related to density

variations in the stem appear to be based on some of

Trendelenberg's (1939) work. Investigating why wood density

increases from the pith outward, he identified decreasing

ring widths and increasing latewood percent as apparent

factors.

Diana Smith (1955,1956), observed that summerwood

density of Douglas-fir increased outward from the pith,

while springwood density remained constant. Summerwood

percentage ranged between 16 and 60 percent of annual ring

volume and accounted for much of the increase in mean

specific gravity as the tree matured. Finally she defined

three wood-type zones: juvenile, intermediate and mature.

McKimmy (1959,1966), studied factors related to

specific gravity variation in young growth Douglas-fir. He

concluded that tree age was closely related to specific

gravity. In looking for measuring criteria to predict

overall specific gravity, he found that summerwood

percentage and age were highly significant indicators of

specific gravity and should be considered in any wood

quality study. He also found that specific gravity of the

juvenile wood was not a satisfactory predictor of the

mature wood specific gravity.

The Western Wood Density Survey (1965), established

some fundamental wood density prediction equations for old

11
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growth Douglas-fir. Using a single ten-inch increment core

density and a DBH measurement, a reasonable prediction of

overall stem density could be made. However, only thirty

percent of the within-tree density variation was

identified. This study was limited to ten-inch increment

cores and as such did not independently consider any

juvenile wood information.

Cown (1976), developed a similar relationship between

breast-height increment cores and stem density for

seventeeen-year-old Douglas-fir. Stem density was measured

at four-foot increments up the tree, and their weighted

densities were related to X-ray densities of breast-height

increment cores. The relationship between core density and

stem density had an R2 = 0.83, indicating that core

densities could be used to estimate stem density.

Hapla (1985), using X-ray densitometry, investigated

some of the patterns that are found in Douglas-fir.

Comparing tree ring data from a single seed source for

narrow-ringed and wide-ringed material, he found similar

latewood percentages and maximum and minimum density values

between trees. Maximum latewood density was reported to

track density closely and was found to be a better stem

density predictor than latewood percentage. He identified a

pattern of decreasing ring widths with age. Maximum

latewood densities in excess of 1.0 g/cm3 were not unusual.

Megraw (1985), notes that wood as a raw material is

highly variable due to a number of criteria. Some of these
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appear to be systematic and, as such, are readily measured,

especially in light of recent advances in technology.

Utilizing X-ray densitometric techniques, he observes that

increasing wood density from the pith toward the cambium

can be related to increasing latewood density and latewood

percentage. Earlywood density is essentially constant

throughout the life of the tree. He concludes that age, not

growth rate, is the primary measure of wood properties.

These patterns of variabilty, once recognized, are so

consistent that in the words of Megraw (1985):

"Given an adequate ring-by-ring database and the three
essential parameters of stand age, log segment position
and diameter class, it is possible to estimate very closely
the average specific gravity for any cross-sectional
location within the log type,...".

Growth Ring Analysis

In analyzing within-growth-ring data, it is essential

that a dividing line be used to categorize wood as either

earlywood or latewood. Much has been written concerning the

selection of this demarcation. Mork's (McKimmy, 1966),

principle based on a cell wall to lumen ratio is the most

often quoted criterion. Jozsa et al (1987), use a

demarcation density value of 0.54 g/cm3 for Douglas-fir,

which was derived originally by Heger et al (1974), by

applying Mork's principle to intraring density plots and

radiographic images. They conceded that the selection of
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criteria must be considered as somewhat arbitrary. On this

note Megraw (1987), suggests that within a range of 0.6 to

0.75 g/cm3 the selection of an earlywood-latewood

demarcation will have little effect on the final analysis,

because the density is changing rapidly in this range as

the wood makes the transition from earlywood to latewood.

Ambiguity also surrounds the demarcation between

juvenile wood and mature wood. Bendtsen and Senft (1986),

applied statistical procedures to identify the juvenile -

mature wood demarcation. Using segmented regression

analysis, discriminate analysis, and analysis of slope

techniques, they identified the demarcation based on

various selected criteria. As previously stated, the choice

of criteria - density, tracheid length, fibril angle - did

affect the demarcation age. This describes a central core

of juvenile wood delineated at a specific growth ring from

the pith at any vertical position within the stem.

Yang et al (1986), related juvenile wood

characteristics to the age of the cambial initials for two

larch trees. High curvilinear correlations were found for

the relationship between juvenile wood width and cambial

age indicating that older cambial initials produce less

juvenile wood. This describes the presence of a cone of

juvenile wood within the stem and runs counter to the

cylindrical core of juvenile wood initially described by

Rendle (1960).



X-ray Dens itometry

X-rays are electromagnetic waves that are generated

whenever a high energy source of cathode rays -- electrons

-is stopped by a solid target (Brown, 1968). All substances

are penetrated by X-rays to some extent, with wood being

quite transparent. This characteristic is utilized in X-ray

dens itometry.

As recently as 1985 wood densitometry at OSU made use

of X-ray film densitometry techniques as applied by Bodner

(1984). In 1985 direct scanning techniques were developed,

utilizing the existing X-ray source equipment, but

replacing the film exposure and reading equipment with an

X-ray detector. This apparatus was used in a study of

within-ring density characteristics by Choi (1987). Both of

these investigators related within tree characteristics to

the mechanical properties of the wood.

Direct scanning densitometry refers to the technique

of passing X-rays through a wood specimen onto a detection

device which generates an electronic signal that is either

recorded directly or digitized and stored. Though wood is

relatively transparent to X-rays, some energy is attenuated

and this can be related to the amount of wood material that

the radiation must pass through. If a uniform thickness

wood specimen is scanned beneath an X-ray source, the

signal intensity of the detector will be proportional to

variations in wood density.

15
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Phillips (1960), and Phillips et al (1962), applied

radiation absorption techniques to make direct measurements

of tree-ring characteristics. Beta rays were passed through

100-micrometer-thick wood sections onto a scintillation

detector; attenuation data was recorded by a strip chart

recorder and ring-by-ring volumes of earlywood and latewood

were determined from the strip chart records. A Carbon 14

beta source provided the energy and an anthracene crystal

detector was used to measure the transmitted energy. Higher

density wood absorbed more energy, and thus the

relationship of density to attenuation was documented.

Moisture content variation was found to have only a slight

effect on energy attenuation. A 10 percent change in sample

moisture content resulted in only a 0.37% change in

attenuation as measured by the detector.

There were numerous problems with early direct

scanning methods, problems which may be related to

equipment capabilities. Scanning speeds were slow, being

2.5 cm/hr for Phillips et al (1962), and resolution was

limited by the relatively large aperture needed to obtain

satisfactory count rates (Phillips, 1960). These problems

related primarily to X-ray detector capabilities. Polge

(1978), reports that X-ray photographic techniques

utilizing X-ray exposure of film, which is processed and

then scanned with a photographic film micro-densitometer,

provided superior resolution. Also film exposures could be

made more rapidly which served to eliminate problems of
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dropping intensities of X-ray radiation levels experienced

with direct scanning techniques. This latter problem could

be related to the X-ray generating efficiency of the tube

which decreased over expended time due to heating (Hoag and

McKimmy, 1988), or to decay of the source as described by

Cown and Clement (1983).

A comparison of X-ray and direct scanning techniques

by Harris and Polge (1967), highlighted the primary

strength of each system. Direct scanning approaches were

generally less expensive, but sacrificed resolution. X-ray

photographic techniques provided superior resolution, but

they were more expensive primarily because of the micro-

densitometer.

X-ray enemy

X-ray sources may be categorized in several different

fashions. Essentially there are two types, monochromatic

and polychromatic sources, and these may be either hard or

soft- energy X-rays. Each type has certain advantages that

make it the preferred energy source for a given

application.

Monochromatic X-ray source equipment typically

consists of an X-ray emitting isotope or an X-ray source,

such as an X-ray diffraction apparatus in conjunction with

a monochromator. Cown and Clement (1983), use an Fe 55

isotope source with a potential of 6.0 KeV. Liu and Olson



Where: I = intensity of the attenuated energy
I = intensity of the unattenuated energy
uo = linear attenuation coefficient

(specific for a material)
t = thickness of material

However, this relationship only applies for chemically

homogenous substances when using monochromatic energy

(Brown, 1961; Kaelbel, 1967; and Ridgway and Thumm, 1968).

Ridgway and Thumm (1968), describe the nature of

polychromatic X-rays. Unlike monochromatic X-rays,

18

et al (1987), describe the ideal X-ray source as one

emitting monochromatic energy in the range of 6.0 Key. Low

monochromatic energy levels will provide a maximum

attenuation differential between the earlywood and latewood

for maximum accuracy.

Sensing equipment for isotope systems have

traditionally been pulse counters due to the low intensity

of these systems. Monochromatic systems, utilizing X-ray

diffraction source equipment, may use scintillation

detectors which are suitable to the higher energy

intensities.

The use of monochromatic energy in densitometry

simplifies the density calculations, allowing application

of Beer's law to the attenuation of X-rays. Attenuation of

x-rays by a material will follow an exponential

relationship of the form:

I = Ioe(-ut) [1]
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polychromatic X-ray attenuation is not described by a

simple linear attenuation coefficient. Comparing the

attenuation of poly- and monochromatic X-rays,

polychromatic energy will initially be attenuated more

through a given material thickness. As the thickness

increases, attenuation of monochromatic X-rays will

continue to be described by the linear attenuation

coefficient. Polychromatic X-rays will be attenuated at a

decreasing rate with increasing material thickness.

Polychromatic X-rays consist of a spectrum of

radiation wavelengths. The quality of polychromatic X-rays

is described not only in terms of kilovoltage, which

identifies the minimum wavelength radiation present, but

also in terms of the spectral distribution of wavelengths.

Since spectral distribution may vary from beam to beam, it

is not sufficient to apply an attenuation coefficient to a

polychromatic source that will work in all situations.

Kaebel (1962), suggests that polychromatic X-ray

source equipment offers a simple, reliable, absorption type

tool. Typically lower cost equipment can be utilized, and

the fundamental exponential relationship, as expressed by

equation [1], will be approximated.

Sensing equipment for polychromatic X-ray attenuation

may be scintillation detectors or pulse counters. Sinclair

et al (1973), states that scintillation detectors are

suited to direct scanning because they provide ready access

to attenuation data which may be easily related to mass
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properties. Typical scintillation detectors consist of an

X-ray sensitive crystal that emits photons when energized.

Photon emmission is converted to electrical current with a

photomultiplier tube (Washtell, 1960). Some newer

scintillation detectors may utilize photodiodes to measure

attenuation (Victoreen 1985). These are considerably more

durable than photomultiplier detectors.

The X-ray Densitometer

The overall flow of a densitometer operation can be

summarized as sample preparation, calibration, scanning

with data acquisition, and data analysis. Sample

preparation involves preparing increment cores or disk

specimens for scanning. Calibration is used to determine

and verify the predicting coefficients that are used in the

density calculations. Scanning involves moving a specimen

between the X-ray source and the X-ray sensor while

gathering attenuation data from the sensor. Data analysis

is the processing of the growth ring components from the

linear density record. Data acquistion and analysis are

handled by a computer which may also control the

calibration and scanning process.

Kusec (1972), describes a sample preparation saw

design utilized by Parker and Jozsa (1973), to prepare both

increment cores and specimens extracted from disks for X-

ray scanning. Megraw (1987), utilizes a similar saw
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configuration with dual metal slitting blades on a single

shaft. Echols (1973), took X-ray exposed negatives of

increment cores directly; however, resolution of the

within- ring density components was not a practical goal

with this technique. Olson et al (1978), decribe an

increment core planer, utilizing a router motor with a

planer head, which cuts 1.00 mm wafers from mounted

increment cores.

Essentially what is wanted are samples of uniform

thickness, with smooth, dust-free surfaces. Thickness

consistency between samples and the ability to prepare

large volumes of samples are also desireable. Jozsa et al

(1987), use a specially designed, precision sample saw

produced by Hubert Pneumatic Instruments. This device is

capable of cutting 5 - 6 mm increment cores directly. A

1.50 mm wafer up to nine inches long is sawn from the

center of the increment core or the prepared disk sample.

Considerable work has been done to determine

attenuation coefficients for wood for monochromatic energy.

(Arganbright and Olson, 1981; Olson et al, 1987; and

Laufenberg, 1987). Liu et al (1987), describe theoretical

and empirically-tested models for the prediction of

attenuation coefficients. When working with polychromatic

energy, the attenuation-versus-energy relationship may be

looked upon as a summation of attenuation coefficients over

the continuum of the energy spectrum and as a summation of
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the attenuation coefficients for each of the elements

present in the sample material.

These studies have been useful to the further

understanding of X-ray attenuation by wood. However, wood

is a heterogeneous material. Chemical constituents vary

both between and within species, though the primary

components remain relatively constant within a given

species. Phillips (1960), lists the percentages of the

chemical constituents of Douglas-fir as 50 percent carbon,

43.65 percent oxygen and 6.15 percent hydrogen. Others

(Haygreen and Bower, 1982; and Laufenberg, 1987),

documenting the chemical constituents of wood, generally

agree within +0.5 percent on any component, but also

include approximately 0.2 percent ash content. When

considering wood density measurements, precision gained by

using a specific attenuation coefficient may be lost by the

inherent variability of the wood itself.

The usual practice is to determine attenuation

coefficients empirically. With this technique, substances

of known composition that can be related to wood density

are used as the calibrating material. Heger et al (1974),

utilized calibration wedges made from Douglas-fir pulp.

Jozsa et al (1987), use DelrinR acetal to calibrate their

densitometer, because of the similarity of the acetal

molecule to wood in its chemical composition. Bodner

(1984), and Choi (1987), both used wood specimens of known

uniform density as did Cown and Clement (1983). The Tree
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Ring Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona (Tewlewski 1986), uses a

cellulose acetate calibration as did Phillips et al (1962).

In general the calibration wedge is scanned and the

attenuation of the X-rays is related to the relative

density of the calibration wedge. An attenuation

coefficient is derived by a general application of equation

[1], or other regression techniques are used.

Direct scanning techniques require either the ability

to move the X-ray source and sensor over a fixed specimen

or to move the specimen between the X-ray source and the X-

ray sensing element. Both scanning techniques have been

applied to X-ray film densitometry. Moving the wood sample

has been the method of choice in the application of direct

scanning densitometry techniques (Cown and Clement, 1983;

Choi, 1987; Jacoby and Perry, 1981; and Jozsa, 1987).

Translation tables for direct scanning densitometry

are typically driven with stepper motors (Jozsa et al,

1987; Cown and Clement, 1983; and Jacoby and Perry, 1981).

Advantages of stepper motors include: precise position

information and control; the ability to stop and start

repeatedly; variable speed control; and the ease of using a

computer as the motor controller.

Data acquistion and analysis is typically computer

controlled. Cown and Clement (1983), describes a series of

computer programs that control the entire operation from

calibration (CALB) to scanning (SCANNA) to review of the

acquired data (EDITOR). Evertsen (1981), describes a menu



driven program that provides six options: 1) Data

acquisition; 2) Data confirmation; 3) Data editing; 4)

System calibration and sample archiving; 5) Annual ring

identification from scan data; and 6) Data processing.

Jozsa et al (1987), describe a user friendly system of

operating programs which facilitate the entire operation

from data retrieval to translation control to analysis.

Densitometry applications

Polge (1978), describes many applications for X-ray

densitometry. Density records may be applied directly to

anatomical and physiological studies. Density components

may be considered dependent variables in measuring the

effect of heredity and fertilization or in environmental

and climatic studies. A principal application related

maximum and minimum densities to mechanical strength.

Bodner (1984), related mechanical properties to within-ring

characteristics as determined from X-ray scanning. Bodner
(1987), also applied X-ray scanning data to the analysis of

point-source pollution problems. Megraw (1985), applies

density records to wood quality analysis in loblolly pine,

as do Cown and Clement (1983), for radiata pine in New

Zealand.

Application of densitometric techniques is commonplace

in the wood products industry. Radioisotope sources are

used in particleboard manufacturing to measure the mass,

24
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and moisture content of the raw material. This information

is used to control drying of the raw material, the addition

of resin and wax, and formation of the particleboard mat.

Wood mass data are acquired, interpreted, and equipment

control decisions are made by a computer at production

speeds. Product information is relayed directly to

operating personnel as well as archived for management

(Hoag, 1980).



Materials and Methods

This project encompasses four basic work areas. These

include X-ray densitometer equipment development, sample

selection and preparation, X-ray scanning of the sample

material, and statistical analysis of the sample data.

Sample selection, scanning, and data analysis will be

categorized as the wood quality study. Fundamental to the

ability to carry out the wood quality study is the

implementation of the scanning equipment.

The densitometer development may be categorized into

scanning hardware and software. Hardware specifications and

descriptions are detailed, and, where applicable, specific

design information is included. Operating software is

described in the text, and the acquisition and control

program source code is included in the Appendix to

facilitate future development.

The wood quality study is divided into two parts. Part

one is the measurement and characterization of within-tree

variations in wood characteristics measured with X-ray

densitometry. Part two looks at variation within and among

trees in order to determine a sample size necessary to

estimate wood properties in a stand of trees. These two

parts develop the goal of defining a sampling procedure

that provides an acceptable estimate of wood product

quality within a particular stand of timber.
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Equipment

The X-ray densitometer equipment was assembled from

component parts. These included:

- Hubert Pneumatic Instruments precision sample saw.

- Kevex 50 kilovolt 2 milliamp water-cooled X-ray tube.

Kevex high voltage power supply.

- Victoreen electrometer used as a picoameter.

Victoreen photodiode X-ray scintillation detector

with 0.1 mm x 1 mm aperture through a 3 mm lead cap.

Stepper motor-driven translation table, designed and

built in house for the project.

Hewlett Packard VectraR desktop computer.

- Data Translation DT2801 AID, D/A and digital I/0

board used with the computer for:

equipment control.

data acquistion.

ASYSTR computer software for:

equipment control.

data acquistion.

data analysis.

- NCSS statistical software for data analysis.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the densitometer system

hardware. Scanning system specifications are included in

the Appendix. The translation table design and operation is

described below as is the ASYSTR system operating overlay.
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Hardware: Sample Translation Table

The purpose of a densitometer translation table is to

move the specimen beneath the X-ray source to facilitate

measurement of variation across the specimen. Translation

tables are commercially available in a price range of

$1,500 and up. To better understand our specific

translation needs and the control of specimen position, I

elected to design our sample carriage and drive.

The stepper motor is an Airpax Corporation, series

4SH, model 12A56S stepper motor driven by a model K33505

stepper motor controller equipped with the optional

oscillator. The motor controller is the drive circuitry for

the stepper motor. It is powered by a 12 volt power supply

which also powers the motor under the control of the on

board SAA1027 stepper motor driver, integrated circuit. The

motor controller takes pulsed 12 volt inputs and outputs

drive pulses by sequentially energizing two of the four

motor coils in the stepper motor. Motor rotation is

selected by a second controller input which determines the

output pulse sequence. The drive sequence can be described

by a logic truth table (Table 1).
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Table 1 Stepper control logic truth: motor

30

The oscillator option, on the control card, allows

manual control of the motor. The oscillator utilizes an

NE555 timer to provide the input pulse to the controller.

Pulse frequency is user-adjustable between 15-900 hertz,

allowing variable-speed motor control (4.5-270 RPM).

Two switches allow selection between computer and

manual control, and rotation direction if manual control is

selected. Typically specimen scanning is done as the table

traverses left (CW rotation) with traverse right (CCW

rotation) representing the return direction.

The stepper motor is mounted to one of the translation

table end plates and connects to the sample carriage

traverse screw with a flexible coupling. The system with

its present 12 volt power supply is capable of operating up

to 60 RPM. This limit represents a maximum step frequency

of 200 hertz which can drive the translation table at a

maximum rate of 6.6 cm/min.

Rotation Inputs Outputs

Drive Dir ABCD
clockwise Pulse 1 1 0 0 1
(CW) 11 1 0 1 0 1

11 1 0 1 1 0
11 1 1 0 1 0

counter ft 0 1 0 0 1
clockwise n 0 1 0 1 0
(CCW) il 0 0 1 1 0

li 0 0 1 0 1
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Translation table traverse speed is presently limited

by the power supply. As step frequency increases,

electrical current to the motor decreases. This is due to

the inductive effect of the motor coils during switching.

As a consequence, the stepper motor torque decreases and

the ability to drive a given load is reduced (Giacomo,

1979).

There are techniques to enhance step motor torque by

providing a greater current source for high frequency drive

applications. Essentially this involves the use of a larger

power supply and appropriate resistors in series with the

motor coils. This high efficiency configuration provides

greater torque through the entire pulse frequency range of

the stepper motor (Airpax, 1985).

X-ray sampling requires relatively slow translation

rates. Rotating at 1 revolution/second -- representing 200

steps of the stepper motor -- the sample carriage moves

approximately 1 mm/second. In the future we may find a need

to scan at faster rates, but presently it is more practical

to scan at rates on the order of 0.4 mm/sec. To date, the

low efficiency motor wiring configuration, utilizing the 12

volt power supply, has proven satisfactory.

The translation table is illustrated in Figure 2. The

traverse screw is a 3/8-inch fine-threaded rod with a

standard pitch of 24 turns/inch. The sample carriage is 19

inches long and is capable of holding samples up to 18

inches (450 mm) long. The carriage is attached to the



traverse screw with a threaded linkage, and it is guided

and suspended by two parallel 3/4-inch rods. These guide

rods are 38 inches long and form the main body of the

translation table along with the two end plates. The

carriage has a 1-inch wide recessed track for aligning

density samples. A slit, 1/4 inch x 18 inches (7 mm x 450

mm) through the center of the track provides the path for

X-rays passed through a sample to reach the X-ray sensor,

which is mounted below the translation table.

SIDE VIEW

Semple Conntope

Bolt.

Amok:1y

Dr iv. Screw

3/B nod K 19 Inches

39 inches

TOP VIEW

Only. Linkups

1B in. AAX Semple Length

Cent-togs
Guide Rods

'L

Figure 2 - Schematic of the sample translation table.

End
Plots
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Translation capabilities may be determined with

reference to the translation screw pitch, 24 turns/inch

(9.46 turns/cm) and the step motor increment, 200

steps/turn. Multiplying 9.46 turns/cm times 200 steps/turn

gives 1892 (steps/cm). The inverse of this value gives a

translation table resolution of 0.0053 mm/step.

During typical scanning, the translation table is

incremented a prescribed distance, the specimen carriage is

stopped, and the A/D converter is instructed to sample the

X-ray intensity for a prescribed period. These high

frequency intensity data are acquired and averaged,

facilitating noise suppression, and a single intensity

number is stored in a data array for each specimen

location. The step motor repeats the step-and-sample

process until the full sample length is traversed.

Software

The acquisition and control program utilizes ASYSTR

(1986) software. This software facilitated development of a

series of data acquisition and control programs that are

menu-selected upon entering the ASYSTR operating

environment. The software is easily modified, allowing

rapid development of routines for new procedures and

flexibility in program development.
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The operating program is an integrated series of seven

programs that facilate the entire sampling and control

process. These are:

- Disk input/output (I/O) utility (DISKIO.UTL) an

ASYSTR utility that facilitates the copying and

reading of data to and from disk files.

X-ray FFT utility (XRAYFFT.UTL) implements a fast

fourier transform on selected data and a graphics

manipulation utility.

Menus utility (MENUS.UTL) was originally part of

DISKIO.UTL, but has been modified to provide menu

capabilities for extended software support.

X-ray warmup utility (XWARMUP.UTL) controls the

high voltage power supply through the digital

(I/O) port on the Data TranslationR A/D board.

- Acquisition utility (ACQUTILS.UTL) is the work

horse, providing translation table control for

either continuous or incremental scanning with

concurrent data acquisition. System calibration,

density calculations, and automatic data plotting

are implemented with this utility.

Ring identification utility (XTRACT.UTL)

identifies the growth rings in a scan data set and

calculates and tabulates the within-ring criteria.

System load utility (LOAD.UTL) facilitates system

generation by implementing the compiling process

and establishing the primary operating menu.
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Program software allows sample scanning by either

manual or computer control of the stepper motor. In manual

control the software simply collects data in a continuous

fashion without regard to the translation table traverse

rate. In computer control the translation table may be

moved continuously at a predetermined rate or in a step-

stop-sample sequence, both providing translation table

position information for control and aquisition purposes.

During use of the X-ray scanning program in ASYSTR,

the main menu is always accessible by typing F2. The

Stepper Control Program is entered through a main menu

selection followed by several prompts to set up various

control and acquisition parameters prior to sampling.

The program routine controlling the stepper motor

drive and the data acquisition utilizes two ASYSTR

background tasks. TASK 1 involves moving the sample

carriage a prescribed distance, and then TASK 2 samples and

acquires the X-ray intensity data for that location. These

tasks are repeated as often as necessary to scan the entire

sample. When scanning is completed, a second series of

tasks returns the sample carriage to its starting position.

Background tasking capabilities allow software to control

A/D and D/A conversions at specific clock intervals while

still allowing other activities such as routine keyboard

input to continue.

While the carriage is being returned the system

calibration and density calculations are made by operator
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selection, and then the growth ring density pattern is

plotted (Figure 3). This allows review of the sample data

prior to permanent storage and facilitates scanning

demonstrations and troubleshooting. The operator is finally

prompted to save the density data.
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Figure 3 - Scan data density pattern as reviewed by the
operator prior to saving the data. Note the
calibration density data (left).

After the scan data are stored, and prior to scanning

another sample, the annual rings may be identified and the

within-ring information stored. Ring identification is

based upon operator defined earlywood-to-latewood and

latewood-to-earlywood demarcation target values. Selection
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of these values must consider the observed density record

to insure satisfactory ring counts.

The entire procedure creates two data files for each

scan specimen. The scan density data are saved in an

ASYST-modified binary data file which includes the density

values for each increment of the scan specimen, calibration

coefficients, any operator comments, and time/date

information. The ring data files are ASCII files in table

form (Table 2).

Table 2 - Example of the annual ring data values as
identified and saved for a single scan specimen.

Sample number DFMH121N.CON 21:59:45.14 01/12/88

Core Density = .525 g/cm-3

Core Length = 9.013 cm

ring ewd ewmin eww lwd lwmax

count g/cm"3 g/cm"3 mm g/cm-3 g/cm"3

1ww rngwth

mm mm

lw avgd

pct g/cm"3

1.000 .519 .310 2.215 .695 .742 1.611 3.827 .421 .593

2.000 .573 .543 .604 .649 .721 1.007 1.611 .625 .621

3.000 .596 .522 1.208 .694 .756 .403 1.611 .250 .621

4.000 .466 .374 3.625 .702 .865 2.417 6.042 .400 .560

5.000 .439 .332 4.330 .783 .872 .806 5.136 .157 .493

6.000 .425 .332 4.229 .794 .899 .906 5.136 .176 .490

7.000 .466 .367 2.316 .779 .901 1.108 3.424 .324 .567

8.000 .439 .338 3.524 .767 .851 .604 4.129 .146 .487

9.000 .438 .369 2.517 .801 .926 .806 3.323 .242 .526

10.000 .404 .314 3.222 .775 .865 .906 4.129 .220 .486

11.000 .419 .336 2.417 .747 .897 .604 3.021 .200 .484

12.000 .429 .343 3.122 .839 1.018 1.208 4.330 .279 .543

13.000 .443 .345 4.129 .755 .899 .906 5.035 .180 .499

14.000 .442 .332 2.618 .740 .935 1.208 3.827 .316 .536

15.000 .414 .336 2.920 .810 .918 1.007 3.927 .256 .516

16.000 .410 .336 2.417 .889 1.087 1.208 3.625 .333 .569

17.000 .421 .329 2.417 .886 1.063 1.108 3.524 .314 .567

18.000 .394 .321 3.222 .838 1.016 .906 4.129 .220 .492

19.000 .384 .305 3.323 .859 1.075 1.208 4.531 .267 .510

20.000 .382 .292 2.820 .863 1.058 1.108 3.927 .282 .517

21.000 .409 .314 3.827 .845 1.040 .906 4.733 .191 .493

22.000 .391 .305 3.524 .830 .957 1.007 4.531 .222 .488

23.000 .418 .332 1.410 .886 1.060 .806 2.215 .364 .588
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The scanning system operating procedure is summarized

in Table 3. The system is menu driven for operating ease,

but allows flexibility through the ASYSTR command language.

This capability provides interactive support for continued

system development.

Table 3 - X-ray densitometer : summary procedures

- Turn on the computer power

- From the DOS prompt on the menu screen :
Put ASYST master diskette (key) in drive A:
Type XRAY <Enter>

3. - From the Main Menu (F2):
Select X-ray Power (F8) and then select
X-ray Warmup (F5). After the 15-minute
warmup select X-ray Power - Low (F9).
Select one of three scanning options -
typically incremental step and acquire (F10).
Follow system prompts to:

enter sample length (5 mm - 340 mm)
enter an array name for data storage
enter A/D gain (1,2,4,8)

After acquisition:
calculate and plot density
store data to hard disk
select Ring Extraction (F9) to identify
and save ten annual ring density
values for each ring of the specimen.

- Repeat from number 3 for each specimen.

- When finished type DONE to exit to DOS.

- Transfer data collected during the session to
floppy diskettes. This is implemented by typing
the DOS command COPY C:\ASYST\filename.ext A:.



Resolution and Accuracy

System resolution is defined as the minimum specimen

width that may be discretely resolved. This measure becomes

particularly important when evaluating maximum latewood

density and the latewood-to-earlywood transition zone.

The system components that determine resolution are

the step increment of the specimen translation table, the

aperture of the X-ray sensor, and the time constant of the

picoameter. The 0.1 mm x 1 mm aperture determines the

amount of specimen being scanned at any given time. The

step increment is a measure of the distance between scan

points. As the step increment and the aperture are

decreased, the system resolution is improved, allowing

measurement of smaller specimen increments. Decreasing step

increments require increasing scan times. Decreasing the

aperture size has a detrimental effect on measurement

accuracy which will be discussed in more detail below.

The picoammeter time constant of 125 ms is determined

by an internal resistor-capacitor (RC) network. It is a

measure of the time delay between the occurrence of an

event and its full electrical representation. A time period

equal to three time constants allows 95% of an event's

potential to be obtained (Kaufman et al, 1976).

In density scanning maximum latewood density may be

viewed as an event. When this section of wood passes

between the X-ray tube and the sensor, it will take 375 ms
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before it is fully represented electronically. This

dictates a minimum scan time for maximum resolution of 375

ms. In fast-growing, wide-ringed wood, scan times are less

critical than in narrow rings, and scanning times may be

decreased without sacrificing resolution. Figure 4 shows

the effect of different step increments and delay times on

system resolution. As the resolution factors are changed,

this narrow-ringed material exhibits steadily improving

resolution of maximum and minimum values with clearer

delineation of growth rings.

Specimen preparation techniques will also impact

resolution. Poor vertical alignment of the longitudinal

tracheids may give inacurrate maximum values and blur the

latewood to earlywood transition zone due to data

averaging. These problems are minimized by using thinner

samples but are best dealt with by careful sampling and

preparation techniques.

Another consideration of system reliability is

accuracy, which is defined as the precision with which a

density calculation may be made. Accuracy is described by

an error band around the predicted density value.

Components affecting this value are sample preparation,

electronic noise, and calibration accuracy.

Any variation in sample thickness will, practically

speaking, be projected as measurement error. Therefore, it

is essential to minimize thickness variation within any
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Figure 4 - Scan data with 0.1 mm x 1 mm aperture and
varying stepper motor factors: (a) 0.1mm steps
with 4 steps/sec, resolves to 0.6mm; (b) 0.03mm
steps with 4 steps/sec, resolves to 0.16mm; and
(c) 0.03mm with 1 step/sec, resolves to 0.11mm.
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specimen. Selection of specimen thickness must consider the

ratio of the density differential (latewood - earlywood) as

measured electronically to the electronic noise in the

system. The larger this ratio, the more precise the density

calculations; and system noise will be a smaller percentage

of the measured signal.

Electronic noises are a problem when dealing with

picoamp currents. For this system these noises include

sixty hertz signals, low frequency signals internal to the

picoammeter, and diode shot noise which is totally random.

The sixty hertz and low frequency noises are dealt with

primarily by hardware filtering. However, it is still

necessary to use sample-averaging techniques to eliminate

all of this signal noise. The diode shot noise, because it

is random, cannot be eliminated in this manner. As specimen

thickness decreases, the calculated density error band due

to noise increases. When sample thickness is 1.5 mm, a two

standard deviation error band around the predicted density

will be + 0.02 gm/cm3.

Calibration accuracy has been discussed in some detail

in the literature review. Primarily this is a question of

how well the calibration coefficients fit the calibration

wedge, and how well these fit the wood specimens. The

derivation of the coefficients from the calibration wedge

is assumed perfect for each scan. The question of using

coefficients derived from cellulose acetate and DelrinR

acetal to calculate wood density values is not rigorously



Another measure of this repeatability is the

consistency in the calculated absorption coefficient.

Sixty-two scans done over a three week period of scanning,

using the cellulose acetate calibration wedge had a

coefficient of variation of the absorption coefficient of

0.4 percent.
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dealt with in this paper. The calibrating mediums were

selected for ease of use and satisfactory accuracy.

A final accuracy consideration is repeatability of the

density calculation from scan to scan. Table 4 reviews the

calculated densities of the five-step acetal wedge from

several tests selected from routine density scans. The

density calculation is repeatable to within + 10 kg/m3

between tests. Similar accuracy to the measured gravimetric

densities of the step wedge is also demonstrated.

Table 4 - Predicted densities of the calibration step-
wedge illustrating the variation between scans
and around the gravimetric density.

Source
Kilovolts

Densities for n-layers
0 1 2 3

kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m3

25 -1 406 801 1198
25 0 409 811 1213
25 3 405 812 1216
25 7 411 793 -
24 -2 402 793 1196
30 -3 408 810 1192
30 -5 405 805 1202
30 -2 401 802 1206

Gravimetric 0 397 797 1196



Sample Selection and Preparation

Sampling selection for the two parts of this study

were based on different criteria. Part I involved intensive

sampling within two tree stems from different sites. Part

II involved random sampling of twenty tree stems from one

stand of timber.

Part I involved two sample trees. Tree number one came

from an Oregon Cascades cutting unit near Sweet Home,

Oregon, under the management of Barringer Associates and

was from approximately a 3,000-foot elevation. This tree

was approximately 105 years old, 13.5 inches DBH and 100

feet in height, with the top third of the tree in live

crown. The second tree came from a coast range location in

McDonald Forest, near Corvallis, Oregon, under management

of OSU College of Forestry and was from approximately a

600-foot elevation. This tree was approximately 65 years

old, 20.5 inches DBH and 118 feet in height, with the top

two thirds of the tree in live crown.

Prior to felling, the sample trees were marked to

identify the north side. Sample disks were selected and cut

at four-foot intervals beginning at the butt and

progressing to approximately a 5-inch top. Two sample disks

four inches thick were cut at each interval up the stem.

Branch whorls were avoided during disk selection wherever

possible in order to avoid knot effects. Tree one provided

21 pairs of sample disks while tree two provided 26 pairs
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of sample disks. All sample disks were labeled and marked

to indicate orientation within the tree.

One set of sample disks from each tree was measured

for green specific gravity using submersion techniques. The

second set of disks were equillibrated to 10-12 percent

moisture content in the standard room at the Forest

Research Laboratory before being reduced through a series

of cuttings to two 2.5 mm x 15 mm x sample diameter X-ray

samples. One sample each was cut from the north and south

orientations, as referenced to the standing tree. Prior to

scanning prepared samples were stored at the X-ray site,

where room conditions maintain an equillibrium moisture

content of approximately nine percent. This moisture

content is monitored by routinue weighing of two Douglas-

fir specimens of known moisture content kept at the site.

Part II was a sample of twenty trees from a single

Cascades cutting unit under the management of Barringer

Associates. The cutting unit was at approximately 2,500-

feet elevation. The average age of the trees was 107 years

based on Barringer records. The cutting unit sampled in

this study was a portion of Barringer Associates' sale MS

772.

Samples were from a portion of the cutting unit that

included approximately 200 trees. After felling, during the

bucking operation, a single breast height disk was selected

from each tree. Pith-to-bark sections 5 cm by 5 cm by disk

radius were removed from each disk and these were kept in
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the standard room of the Forest Research Laboratory for

three months.

These sample sections were then prepared for X-ray

scanning through a series of reductions to 5 mm by 5 mm by

disk radius. X-ray scan specimens were finally cut to 5 mm

by 1.50 mm by section length in a precision densitometry

sample saw (Bonac (1987)). This saw was purchased for X-ray

sample preparation, but was not available during Part I of

this project. The X-ray-ready samples were placed in

photographic film negative holders to facilitate handling

and labeling, and stored at the scanning site.

Matching gravimetric density specimens were cut from

seven of the disk specimens. These samples were

approximately 1 centimeter square by disk radius.

X-ray Scanning

This portion of the project involved actual data

collection on the sample specimens. Approximately 170 X-ray

specimens were scanned for inclusion in the study. Data

were acquired at a rate of 4 points per second which

allowed for a specimen translation speed of 3.6 cm/min or

100 sample points per centimeter. Actual scanning program

time came to approximately 40 hours or about fourteen

minutes per specimen. Additional time was alotted for

refinement of the scanning procedures and equipment.
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Scanning for Part I utilized a five step cellulose

acetate calibration wedge. The calibration wedge preceeded

each sample scan with the specimen placed directly behind

the calibration wedge on the translation table. The air

absorption and the mass attenuation coefficients were

determined by computer software (ASYST, 1986) using a least

squares exponential model, equation [2] below, which is

derived from equation [1]:

I = Ioe(-bx) [2]

Where: I = intensity of the attenuated energy.
= intensity of the unattenuated energy.

b° = mass attenuation coefficient (u/p).
where: u = linear attenuation

coefficient from Eqn[1].
p = relative drsity of material

(1.35 g/cm for acetate).
= mass per unit area of the sample

x = p*t [3]

Where: p = specimen density
= specimen thickness

Then:

Ln(I/I0) = - b*(p*t) [4]

and density is calculated:

p = Ln(I/I0)/(-b*t). [5]

The coefficients
Io and b were determined and density

calculated by applying equation [5] immediately following
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each scan. Density was calculated for each 0.1 mm of

specimen length providing a linear tree-ring profile.

Part II utilized an attenuation coefficient, (b),

determined from a series of scans made on Douglas-fir of

known density. The air absorption coefficient, 10 was

determined from the scan data. A cellulose acetate film was

scanned prior to each wood specimen to verify system

stability.

Sample densities were graphically evaluated for

acceptability prior to archiving and further processing.

Processing identified annual ring boundaries and extracted

ten parameters on a ring-by-ring basis for each sample

scanned. The extracted ring data included those listed in

Table 5. These data were further processed for graphic

presentation and analysis of specific ring variables in a

SymphonyR spreadsheet.

Table 5 - Ring characteristics extracted from tree-ring
record.

Ring Position (RNG)
Average earlywood density (EWD)
Earlywood minimum density (EMIN)
Earlywood width (EWDW)
Average latewood density (LWD)
Latewood maximum density (LMAX)
Latewood width (LWDW)
Latewood percent (LPCT)
Average ring density (RD)
Ring width (RW)



Analysis - Part I

X-ray densities were calculated by two different

techniques. The first was a simple core density. The

second, a weighted density, weighed each ring according to

its proportion of the disk based upon the ring area. The

formula, equation [6], used for calculating weighted

density was:

Vilf(ri-ri_1)2 (i = 1 to n) [6]

p=
(rn)

Where: p = vaume weighted density3- g/cm3.
p4 = i ring density - gm .

rt = scan radius at the i " ring - cm.
ni = number of rings in the scan specimen.

Weighted north and south densities were averaged to give a

weighted disk density. Both densities were determined for

the north and south X-ray specimens, from each disk. An

average tree density was weighted based on the proportion

of stem volume represented by each disk. Weighting allows

for a more realistic estimate of overall stem density by

only considering a rings density relative to its

contribution to the overall volume.

Regression and graphic analyses were used to determine

and verify the capability of the densitometer to accurately

predict densities. Gravimetric measurements of the scanned

disk specimens were compared to the X-ray core densities

for the same specimens.
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Three measures of within tree density variation were

considered: 1) Density variation with stem height was

evaluated graphicly using both the green disk densities and

the weighted X-ray densities; 2) An analysis of variance

(ANOVA) estimated the variation within the two trees due to

orientation. North and south density data were used as a

measure of within-tree density variation. Both the core

density and the weighted density data were analyzed using

statistical software (NCSS, 1987); and 3) Ring-by-ring

density data were used as a measure of the within tree

variation from the pith to the cambium. Graphic analysis

was used to investigate the pattern of this variation.

Regression analysis was used to compare average ring

densities for all disks to the ring densities of the breast

height disk.

Finally, using a juvenile wood to mature wood

demarcation of fifteen years, juvenile wood volumes were

determined for each disk and subsequently for both trees.



Analysis - Part II

X-ray density data and matching gravimetric density

data, for seven disk specimens, were compared to further

verify the accuracy of the X-ray densitometer.

X-ray density data for specimen disks from twenty

trees were used to investigate within stand density

variation. A technique used by Krahmer and Snodgrass (1967)

and Cown (1976) was employed to estimate optimum sample

size required for a prediction of overall stand properties.

The calculating formula which assumes random sampling

within a stand follows:

2
t2

St

(p*X)2

where: n = number of sample trees required.
t = student's t for n - 1 degrees of freedom

and the selected precision.
St2 = sample variance.
X = average of all sample tree means.
p = the required precision of the estimate.
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Results and Discussion

Signal Error

Evaluation of the X-ray signal measured by the

computer revealed a noisy signal related to some system

components. Much of the noise was dealt with through

filtering the data by multiple sampling and then averaging

the sampled data. Random noise associated with the diode

sensor was essentially unfilterable and thus accounted for

the primary source of error in a given density prediction.

The unfiltered X-ray signal, when used to calculate

density for a wood specimen 1.5 mm thick, resulted in a

standard error of the mean of 0.011 g/cm3. When the data

were collected by averaging twenty readings taken at five

millisecond intervals, the standard error was 0.004 g/cm3.

Individual density values (ie. latewood maximum density)

had a standard deviation of +0.011 g/cm3. Average density

values (ie. ring density or average sample density) had a

standard deviation of +0.004 g/cm3.

Changes in specimen thickness will alter the expected

density error with thinner samples providing increasing

error and thicker samples decreasing error. Samples from

Part I of the wood density study were cut to a target

sample thickness of 2.5 mm and those from Part II were 1.5

mm thick.
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Attenuation Coefficients

Scan data from trees one and two in Part I were used

to evaluate system performance and, particularly, to

determine a more precise attenuation coefficient for

Douglas-fir in the context of this project. Tables 6 and 7

list specimen data for disks from the two trees in Part I.

Table 6 - Specimen density data (unweighted) for tree 1.

Specimen Specimen Gravimetric X-ray Attnuation
Number Thickness Density Density Coefficient

(mm) - - - (g/cm3) - - - (cm2/g)

53

0 2.50 0.53 0.51 0.655
1 2.49 0.51 0.51 0.660
2 2.49 0.50 0.49 0.655
3 2.49 0.49 0.48 0.657
4 2.46 0.50 0.50 0.653
5 2.48 0.50 0.48 0.654
6 2.49 0.49 0.48 0.653
7 2.39 0.50 0.48 0.653
8 2.49 0.48 0.47 0.651
9 2.51 0.47 0.45 0.653

10 2.49 0.48 0.46 0.651
11 2.49 0.48 0.47 0.650
12 2.47 0.50 0.48 0.655
13 2.51 0.48 0.47 0.652
14 2.51 0.47 0.47 0.657
15 2.41 0.49 0.48 0.654
16 2.49 0.48 0.46 0.653
17 2.49 0.46 0.45 0.655
18 2.49 0.47 0.46 0.656
19 2.51 0.46 0.45 0.656
20 2.44 0.47 0.45 0.655
21 2.39 0.47 0.47 0.657



Table 7 - Specimen density data (unweighted) for tree 2.

Specimen Specimen Gravimetric X-ray
Number Thickness Density Density
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Attnuation
Coefficient

The relationship between gravimetric density and X-ray

density is illustrated in Figure 5. There is a high

correlation (r = 0.97 ) between X-ray density determined

using the cellulose acetate calibration and that determined

by gravimetric methods. However, Figure 6 illustrates that

using the cellulose acetate step wedge to derive an on line

attenuation coefficient resulted in an average X-ray

density 2.4 percent lower than the gravimetric density.

(mm) - - - (g/cm3) - _ _ (cm2/g)

100 2.54 0.59 0.57 0.656
101 2.51 0.58 0.56 0.653
102 2.49 0.57 0.56 0.634
103 2.56 0.56 0.54 0.653
104 2.44 0.57 0.55 0.656
105 2.49 0.54 0.53 0.655
106 2.51 0.54 0.52 0.655
107 2.54 0.51 0.49 0.657
108 2.49 0.55 0.53 0.654
109 2.48 0.53 0.51 0.654
110 2.49 0.49 0.49 0.654
111 2.49 0.53 0.54 0.653
112 2.44 0.54 0.52 0.653
113 2.46 0.53 0.50 0.652
114 2.51 0.55 0.53 0.656
115 2.51 0.52 0.51 0.657
116 2.49 0.53 0.52 0.655
117 2.49 0.52 0.51 0.661
118 2.51 0.53 0.53 0.653
119 2.49 0.57 0.56 0.655
120 2.39 0.53 0.52 0.656
121 2.39 0.52 0.52 0.656
122 2.46 0.52 0.52 0.655
123 2.44 0.52 0.50 0.653
124 2.46 0.52 0.52 0.650
125 2.44 0.52 0.51 0.658
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This density difference illustrates the error in the

attenuation coefficient derived from the cellulose acetate

step wedge. Because Beers' law is assumed to apply to the

attenuation of polychromatic X-rays within the relatively

narrow density ranges considered within this study, a more

precise Douglas-fir attenuation coefficient, (bdf) may be

determined by ratio using the average X-ray density of

0.504 g/cm3, the average gravimetric density of 0.516

g/cm3, and the average attenuation coefficient for the step

wedge of 0.654 cm2/g, from Tables 6 and 7. Then:

bdf = 0.504 * 0.654 = 0.638 cm2/g.
0.516

This attenuation coefficient is specific to the system

configuration and the energy level -- 30 kV -- used during

this portion of the study.

Figure 7 illustrates the adjusted X-ray density data

from tables 6 and 7. Adjustment was implemented by

utilizing the average Douglas-fir attenuation coefficient.

Instead of calculating a coefficient for each specimen the

coefficient, bdf was applied for all specimens (ie. the

attenuation coefficient was held constant). Correlation

between gravimetric and adjusted X-ray density gave an r =

0.96. The offset of Figure 6 has been reduced allowing more

accurate density predictions from the X-ray data. Figure 7

also illustrates the 95% confidence limits -- + 0.008 g/cm3

-- imposed on the data.
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Attenuation coefficients were determined for the five

step, cellulose acetate calibration wedge, at several X-ray

enegy levels, Table 8. The intensity data, at each energy

level, decreases exponentially with each successive step of

the calibration wedge. Table 9 verifies this exponential

relationship. A regression of the natural logarithm of the

ratio of the intensity through zero layers (Io) over the

intensity through n -layers (In), against the number of

layers of acetate yields an r2 of I at each energy level

tested.



1\ Density of cellulose acetate at room conditions was 1.35 g/cm3.

2\ Intensity of the X-ray signal as measured at the computer (digital).

3\ Attenuation coefficient for cellulose acetate.

Table 8 - Mass attenuation coefficients and data for
cellulose acetate at varying X-ray intensities.

Acetate X-ray Intensity - Kilovolts

Layers 20 24 25 25.3 28 30

Ln (Io/In)
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Table 9 - Regression of the natural log of the attenuation
intensity ratios against layers of acetate
verifying the exponential nature of the X-ray
attenuation.

Acetate

Layers * t\1 20

X-ray Intensity - Kilovolts

24 25 25.3 28 30

(g/cm2) Signal Intensity\2

I 0 le-10 1344 3915 2551 2679 2242 2441

Io 1 0.048 1277 3756 2450 2577 2166 2362
1

I2 2
0.096 1208 3609 2356 - 2093 2290

2221
13 3 0.144 1142 3467 2262 2023

14 4 0.192 1080 3327 2175 1955 2150

2085
I5 5

b\3

0.240 1025

1.139

3197 2098

0.843 0.819

-

0.806

1892

0.708 0.655

0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

1 0.051 0.041 0.040 0.039 0.034 0.033

2 0.107 0.081 0.080 - 0.069 0.064

3 0.163 0.122 0.120 0.103 0.094

4 0.219 0.163 0.159 - 0.137 0.127

5 0.271 0.203 0.196 - 0.170 0.158

r2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000



Ring Counts

Ring counting errors occurred in growth rings narrower

than one millimeter, because scanning resolution for Part I

was approximately 0.25 mm. This is not to say that all

narrow growth rings were missed, but count errors of 1 - 5

percent were not uncommon.

Figure 8 illustrates the most common source of ring

count errors. As ring widths narrow the aperture views a

larger proportion of a growth ring at a given time. Maximum

densities are decreased in magnitude and minimum densities

are increased in magnitude as other ring components are

averaged due to proximity.
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Figure 8 - Illustration of ring count error due to narrow
growth rings -- poor resolution.
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The worst observed ring count error occurred in sample

212 from Part II. This sample disk was 85 years old and the

X-ray ring counts only totalled 60. This happened even with

the enhanced resolution capabilities of 0.125 mm used

throughout Part II. This particular tree exhibited

unusually slow growth, with 34 annual rings in the outer 1

centimeter of the specimen. The ability to obtain accurate

results beyond average densities in wood of this nature is

beyond current system capabilities.

Low ring counts also resulted from excessive pitch in

the scan specimen. The effect of this was to increase the

density of the earlywood such that latewood-to-earlywood

triggers were never obtained, giving the appearance of wide

growth rings with elevated latewood percentages

encompassing one to several growth rings. For the most part

these types of ring count errors were limited to the first

five years of tree growth at a given sampling level.

Figure 9 illustrates the scan for specimen number 103

which exhibits clearly defined maximum and minimum density

throughout the scan length. Figure 10 plots the latewood

maximum, earlywood minimum and average densities for each

ring. The density component values are relatively constant

for each sucessive growth ring after approximately fifteen

years.
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Figure 9 - Tree ring record exhibiting wide rings and
uniform densities.
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Figure 10 - Extracted ring data from Figure 9 illustrates
satisfactory resolution of ring components.
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Figure 11 illustrates the scan for specimen 001 which

exhibits both decreasing maximum and increasing minimum

densities due to decreasing ring widths. These maximums and

minimums are not truly decreasing, but are instead an

artifact of the relatively coarse resolution in the fine

rings. Figure 12 illustrates the extracted ring data

showing the decreasing maximum and increasing minimum

densities. Average ring densities remain relatively

unaffected as seen by their uniformity throughout the scan

length.

Ring counts may be corrected in cases of slight error

by decreasing the differences between the earlywood to

latewood and the latewood to early wood triggers. The

target triggers of 0.65 and 0.55 g/cm3, respectively, are

illustrated in Figure 13. Wood density values making the

transition from low density to above 0.65 g/cm3 are

considered latewood. Latewood values are considered as such

so long as the values remain above 0.55 g/cm3.
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Figure 12 - Extracted ring data from Figure 11 illustrates
loss of resolution of minimum and maximum data.
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Figure 13 - Growth rings with earlywood-to-latewood and
latewood-to-earlywood demarcation lines.



Within Tree Variation

Table 10 lists the summary statistics for trees one

and two from Part I. A complete listing of data for the two

trees is included in the Appendix.

Table 10 - Summary statistics for Trees 1 and 2, Part I.

1\ All density values are weighted by ring area.

Figure 14 illustrates average weighted disk densities

for both the green and the X-ray specimens for the two

trees from Part I. Green disks were either measured in

their entirety or cut to a wedge to provide a weighted

density. All of the X-ray density values are weigthed.
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Tree 1
Cascades

Tree 2
MacDonald Forest

DBH 13.5 inches 20.5 inches
Age 105 years 65 years
Height 100 feet 118 feet

Pith-to-Cambium
Density\l

Green 0.42 g/cm3 0.47 g/cm3
X-ray 0.49 II 0.54 II

BH X-ray 0.52 If 0.59 II

Juvenile Wood
Density

X-ray 0.45 11 0.51 If

BH X-ray 0.45 II 0.53 If

Volume 17 percent 29 percent
BH Volume 10 If 16 II
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Figure 14 - Comparison of 9 percent EMC, X-ray densities to
green disk densities for trees one and two.
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Both trees exhibit X-ray densities higher in magnitude

than the corresponding green densities. The primary factor

in this difference is the oven dry moisture contents used

in calculating the green densities. This accounts for nine

percent of the difference as the X-ray system is currently

calibrated to ambient conditions. Normal shrinkage of the

X-ray specimens, from green to ambient, is another factor.

Generally disk density decreased with increasing

height position. Tree 1 exhibited a density range of 0.54

to 0.43 g/cm3 between the butt disk and sixty-nine feet,

respectively. Density decreases uniformly throughout this

distance. Tree 2 exhibited a density range of 0.59 to 0.50

g/cm3between the breast height and disks at 29, 53 and 69

feet. Density decreases to 29 feet and then tends to

fluctuate with no apparent trend.

Figure 15 illustrates within tree, density variation

with orientation (ie. north or south), for weighted density

values. Tree 1 cores had average densities of 0.473 and

0.479 g/cm3 for the north and south cores, respectively.

Tree 2 cores exhibited similar variation with average

densities of 0.520 and 0.530 g/cm3 for the north and south

cores, respectively.

An analysis of variance of these data for the two

trees indicated that density differences due to stem

postion are not significant for the weighted densities.

However, ANOVA of the unweighted core densities indicates

differences due to position significant at the 90 percent
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Figure 15 - Density variation with tree orientation for all
disks trees one and two.
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confidence interval. ANOVA tables and statistics may be

found in the Appendix.

Generally speaking tree 2 exhibited considerably more

variation from point-to-point and disk-to-disk than tree

one. This was apparent in the green as well as the X-ray

densities (Figure 14) and in the north vs south density

data (Figure 15). The variability may have been due to the

relatively young age, 65 years old, and the associated

grain distortions due to knots.

Density from pith to bark was found to exhibit a type

2 density distribution as described by the Textbook of Wood

Technology (Panshin and deZeeuw, 1970). Initially density

drops in the first several growth rings and then rises

steadily in subsequent rings. This pattern of density

variation helps explain why disk density decreases as you

move upward within the tree. Specimens were not extracted

for this study. This is believed to have impacted some

density values, and most frequently in the first few rings

from the pith.

Average density values, ring-by-ring from pith to

cambium, for all disks are illustrated in Figure 16 for the

two trees. Superimposed on the average density data are the

data from the breast height specimens. The breast height

specimen density is generally higher than the corresponding

average ring density. We are interested in the ability to

make predictions about tree density characteristics from

the breast height sample.
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Linear regression of breast height ring density on

average ring density is summarized in Table 11. Tree 1 had

an R2 = 0.66 while tree 2 had an R2 = 0.49. The regression

coefficient improved to R2 = 0.74 for tree 1, but dropped

to R2 = 0.39 for tree 2, when the five inner rings were

disregarded. Figure 17 plots the regression data with

labels indicating the specific tree rings under

consideration.

Table 11 - Regression of breast height ring densities
on average ring densities for all disks.

71

TREE 1 TREE 2

ALL RINGS

Constant 0.1612 0.2453
Std Err of Y Est 0.0274 0.0327
R Squared 0.6559 0.4857
No. of Observations 85 56
Degrees of Freedom 83 54
X Coefficient(s) 0.6574 0.5243
Std Err of Coef. 0.0523 0.0734

LESS 5 RINGS

Constant 0.1097 0.2646
Std Err of Y Est 0.0240 0.0333
R Squared 0.7447 0.3946
No. of Observations 80 51
Degrees of Freedom 78 49
X Coefficient(s) 0.7617 0.4901
Std Err of Coef. 0.0505 0.0867
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Percentages of juvenile wood for the two trees were

determined from ring width measurements obtained with the

X-ray densitometer. Using fifteen annual rings as the

demarcation zone between juvenile and mature wood, tree 1

was 17 percent juvenile wood and tree 2 was 29 percent

juvenile wood, by volume. This is graphically depicted in

Figure 18 for the two trees. Above forty feet, both trees

exhibited decreasing rate of growth with increasing height

position, for the juvenile wood.

Within Stand Variation

Part II testing was to perform a comparison of

increment core density data from twenty trees to a series

of disk density data from the same trees. These increment

cores were used to experiment with large core handling on a

newly acquired sample preparation saw and became largely

unusable for density analysis.

Part II involved working with X-ray specimens of 1.5

mm as opposed to the 2.5 mm size of Part I. This required

working at lower X-ray energy levels in order to obtain

satisfactory density differentiation. X-ray excitation of

25.3 Kilovolts was used for all Part II specimens.

Change in kilovoltage required using a different

attenuation coefficient which had to be determined. This

was done by scanning a single 6 x 6 x 100 millimeter
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specimen. The average attenuation coefficient obtained over

a series of five scans was 0.785 cm2/g. This value was used

to calculate X-ray densities for part II.

In order to monitor X-ray stability during this series

of tests a single layer of cellulose acetate was scanned

routinely and "density" of this film layer was calculated.

Density variations from scan to scan exhibited a standard

deviation of 0.005 g/cm2 which is consistent with the

signal error expectations previously described.

Table 12 summarizes the density data from the 20 trees

from Part II. Weighted specimen densities averaged 0.63

g/cm3 with a standard deviation of 0.043 g/cm3. Unweighted

core densities averaged 0.61 g/cm3 with a standard

deviation of 0.043 g/cm3. In general, scan density values

were unusually high ranging from 0.57 to 0.73 g/cm3.

Core density is the unweighted density of the X-ray

core specimen and is the best value for comparing with

gravimetric measurements. To verify the accurracy of the

density measurements, gravimetric densities were measured

on several scan specimens as well as on several larger

equilibrated matching disk specimens. Overall the

gravimetric densities averaged 0.61 g/cm3 which compares to

the 0.61 g/cm3 average X-ray density.
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Table 12 - Cascades site stand density variation evaluated
from breast height disk specimens.

The sample stand of trees was reported to be 107 years

old and ringcounts of as high as 108 years were made both

manually and with the scanning system. Average scan ring

counts were 98 but this value is distorted by the 60 rings

count from sample 212 which was at least 85 years old by

manual ring count. Without this specimen the average ring

count for the stand is 100. This value is still somewhat

low due to ring count errors attributable to both pitch

smpl# ring disk juv
count radius radius

pct
juv

wgtd
den

core
den

gray
den

_ - - - g/cm3 - IMMO

201 100 226 43 3.7 0.62 0.58 0.58
202 102 221 61 7.5 0.59 0.59 0.59
203 102 221 48 4.7 0.61 0.58 0.58
204 106 243 43 3.2 0.66 0.66
205 104 198 65 10.7 0.57 0.55
206 102 213 58 7.3 0.64 0.64 0.63
207
208 104 247 73 8.7 0.57 0.57
209 98 175 33 3.6 0.68 0.66 0.66
210 96 236 37 2.5 0.73 0.71 0.69
211 99 180 51 8.1 0.63 0.61 0.62
212 60 138 54 14.9 0.61 0.60 0.61
213 101 211 40 3.6 0.60 0.60 0.62
214 90 176 38 4.5 0.62 0.60
215 106 264 51 3.7 0.60 0.59 0.60
216 92 133 40 9.2 0.59 0.58 0.57
217 99 180 62 12.0 0.66 0.63 0.63
218 108 172 38 4.8 0.65 0.61
219 103 178 49 7.5 0.67 0.64 0.64
220 103 216 59 7.4 0.66 0.66 0.63
221 104 194 50 6.6 0.56 0.53 0.54

avg 99 201 50 6.7 0.63 0.61 0.61
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pockets typically within the first five growth rings and

narrow growth rings in the mature wood.

Disk radius and juvenile wood radius are used to

determine the percentage of juvenile wood within the stand.

Juvenile wood varied from a high 14.9 percent volume in tree

212 to 2.5 percent volume in tree 210. On average juvenile

wood represented 6.7 percent of the volume of the breast

height specimens from this site.

In order to predict the number of trees required to

estimate stand density, equation [7] is applied -- repeated

here for clarity:

n= ______t
(P*X)

Where : n = number of sample trees required.
t = student's t value for n-1 degrees of freedom

and the selected precision.

St2 = sample variance.
X = average of all the sample means.
P = the required precision of the estimate.

For estimated densities to 5 percent precision nine or ten

sample trees should prove satisfactory. In the case of the

stand sampled this would help insure an estimate of stand

density within + 0.03 g/cm3 of the population mean density.

If 2.5 percent precision -- +0.016 g/cm3 -- is required the

sample size would need to be 31 trees.



Conclusions

The direct scanning X-ray densitometer has been

designed and implemented to provide access to within tree

ring density data of thin wood sections -- 1.5 to 2.5 mm

thick -- up to 340 mm in length. Menu driven software

controls the scanning system and facilitates a variety of

data acquistion utilities. Acquired X-ray attenuation data

is converted to density data, plotted for operator review

and then reduced to obtain nine data values for each tree

ring, in a scan specimen.

System capabilities include a maximum scan speed of

2.4 cm/sec, resolution to 0.1 mm, and accuracy to within

+ 0.01 g/cm3. Resolution is a function of the sensor

aperture and the step increment, increasing either

decreases resolution. Accuracy is a function of scanning

speed and aperture size. Decreasing the scan speed and

increasing the aperture result in improved accuracy.

Within tree density variation due to sample position,

north or south, was not significant at the 95% confidence

level. Radially, density initially decreased in successive

rings from the pith for a period of three to five years and

then gradually increased to a maximum at the bark. Disk

density decreased with tree height due to the decreasing

mature wood growth rings.

A transition in density characteristics between 15-20

years signaled a transition from juvenile to mature wood

78
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characteristics. Juvenile wood decreased in volume with

increasing tree height due to a decreasing rate of growth.

Breast height densities were higher than average stem

densities. The correlations between breast height and tree

densities suggest that breast height specimens do provide a

measure of stem density and its variability.

Stand density variability dictates a sampling of

approximately ten trees to get an accurate measure of

average stand density. Considering some of the problems

incurred with increment core sampling I would suggest that

twenty cores be taken from a stand and then the ten best be

used to evaluate stand density.

My analysis of tree and stand density characteristics

is limited. My hope is that I have demonstrated the

capabilities of the scanning X-ray densitometer that it

may be better utilized in future work.
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Appendix A

X-ray Densitometer

Source:

Kevex x-ray tube with a tungsten target
Producing a polychromatic energy spectrum.
Typical operational levels:

-25 to 30 Kilivolts
-2 milliamps

Sensor:

Victoreen 500 cesium iodide, photo diode
scintillation detector.
Victoreen 500 electrometer used as a picoammeter.

Aperture:

Mounted on the sensor the aperture is the primary
collimating element of the system.

Dimensions:
< 0.1 x 1.0 x 2.0 mm > providing a 0.1 x 1.0 mm
sample view.

Narrower apertures may be possible with increased
current capabilities or enhanced sensing capabilities.

Translation table:

Sample sizes
- 2.5 x 15 x 350 mm maximum sample size without
small sample attachment.

- 1.5 x 5 x 250 mm maximum sample size with
small sample attachment.

Stepper motor drive - 0.0053 mm per step - under
computer control.

Sampling:
- discrete - 0.053 mm steps between each

sampling location 10 stepper motor pulses
provides 0.053 mm translation. Step size may
be operator selected.

- continuous - sample transported at 3.9 cm/min
while specimen is continuously sampled.
Transport rate and sampling rate may be
operator selected.
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Appendix A - (Cont.)

System Specifications (cont.)

Resolution:

100 microns in the radial direction when scanning at
2 steps per second and 0.053 mm/step.

This resolution represent a maximum obtainable
with the present aperture (0.1 mm). Increases in
the step increment or the scanning speed will
sacrifice resolution.

Accuracy:

+0.02 gm/cm3 for a 1.5 mm thick specimen.
Increasing specimen thickness will result in
increased accuracy by increasing the signal to
noise ratio. This may be at the cost of
resolution due to cell angles.
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Table 13 - Individual disk data for tree 1, Part I.

Rin North Scuth wgtd carr TAgtd vcitd corr

stpl o.d. green green ring TAgtd yore men wgtd ccre scan disk wgtd attn disk disk axe
run n l chn ct clEn ciEn length din dm length th thi (=oaf dal ma dal

(g) (cc) (g/cc) (g/cc) (um) (g/cc) On) (3/cc) (g/criP2) (g/art) (illir\2) (g/cc)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

0 842.0 1898 0.44 96 0.55 0.53 14.2 0.53 0.93 19.4 0.54 0.55 0.E5 0.C6 887 0.53

1 559.8 1309 0.43 89 0.52 0.50 14.7 0.53 0.52 13.8 0.52 0.54 0.660 0.04 638 0.52

2 826.0 1791 0.46 85 0.51 0.48 14.2 0.53 0.50 13.5 0.52 0.53 0.655 0.03 603 0.50

3 324.0 764 0.42 85 0.50 0.48 13.6 0.50 0.49 13.6 0.50 0.52 0.1E57 0.03 581 0.50

4 348.7 734 0.48 83 0.52 0.93 13.3 0.51 0.49 13.3 0.52 0.53 0.653 0.03 556 0.51

5 288.1 687 0.42 80 0.50 0.48 12.8 0.49 0.48 14.2 0.50 0.51 0.654 0.03 573 0.49

6 212.4 516 0.41 78 0.49 0.48 11.9 0.50 0.49 13.9 0.49 0.51 0.653 0.03 523 0.49

7 349.1 841 0.42 75 0.49 0.48 12.0 0.49 0.49 14.5 0.49 0.50 0.653 0.03 552 0.49

8 153.8 386 0.40 72 0.48 0.47 12.2 0.47 0.47 13.5 0.48 0.49 0.651 0.03 519 0.48

9 260.7 648 0.40 67 0.46 0.46 12.2 0.46 0.45 12.6 0.46 0.47 0.653 0.02 483 0.46

10 226.5 569 0.40 65 0.47 0.46 11.8 0.47 0.47 12.4 0.47 0.48 0.651 0.02 460 0.47

11 230.6 572 0.40 63 0.47 0.48 11.9 0.46 0.46 11.6 0.47 0.48 0.650 0.02 434 0.48

12 194.3 494 0.39 99 0.46 0.46 11.0 0.48 0.50 11.4 0.47 0.48 0.655 0.02 394 0.49

13 240.5 601 0.40 59 0.46 0.47 10.3 0.47 0.47 11.1 0.46 0.47 0.652 0.02 360 0.48

14 268.5 686 0.39 54 0.45 0.46 9.8 0.47 0.48 10.8 0.46 0.48 0.657 0.02 333 0.48

15 202.8 527 0.38 52 0.47 0.47 10.0 0.48 0.48 9.7 0.47 0.48 0.654 0.02 3C6 0.49

16 132.3 344 0.38 49 0.46 0.47 9.0 0.47 0.46 9.2 0.46 0.47 0.653 0.01 260 0.47

17 134.2 353 0.38 45 0.44 0.45 8.3 0.43 0.45 8.7 0.43 0.45 0.655 0.01 227 0.46

18 238.9 555 0.43 41 0.43 0.44 7.4 0.46 0.47 8.5 0.44 0.46 0.656 0.01 199 0.47

19 154.8 409 0.38 36 0.43 0.44 6.9 0.46 0.47 7.2 0.45 0.46 0.1556 0.01 156 0.47

20 2C5.5 536 0.38 30 0.44 0.45 6.0 0.44 0.46 6.2 0.44 0.45 0.655 0.01 117 0.47

21 106.3 283 0.38 25 0.48 0.49 5.5 0.45 0.48 5.4 0.46 0.48 0.657 0.00 93 0.48



Table 14 - Individual disk data for tree 2, Part I.

Rail N:rth Scuth ugtd cctr ugtd wgtd ccrc
stpl o.d. gram gram rirg wgtd core man wgtd core scan disk ulgt:d attn disk disk axe
run Tram vol dEn ct dal dEn lEngth dEn ch.' le-gth dm dm cref dEn val dm

(g) (cc) (g/cc) (gkr) - (gke) (g/cc) (g/arr2) (g/cal) (m2) (g/cc)
11 12 13 14 15 16 171 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

100 60 0.58 0.57 28.9
101 1433 2919 0.51 58 0.59 0.56 19.4
102 1122 2232 0.50 56 0.58 0.56 21.2

1981103 3637 0.52 56 0.53 0.52 19.2 0.59 0.56
104 1373 2892 0.47 52 0.56 0.54 18.5 0.59 0.56
106 1325 3017 0.44 50 0.51 0.50 17.8 0.51 0.50
106 1010 2224 0.45 48 0.57 0.54 18.1 0.49 0.50
107 1169 2532 0.46 46 0.51 0.49 17.8
1C8 669 1505 0.44 45 0.51 0.51 16.6 0.57 0.56
109 956 1962 0.49 45 0.50 0.51 15.9 0.55 0.53
110 940 1918 0.49 41 0.47 0.49 16.3 0.56 0.54
111 e16 1395 0.44 41 0.53 0.52 15.8 0.56 0.55
112 900 1934 0.47 40 0.52 0.52 15.8 0.53 0.53
113 806 1753 0.46 38 0.51 0.50 14.5 0.51 0.50
114 419 885 0.47 36 0.54 0.53 16 0.49 0.49
115 522 1211 0.43 35 0.49 0.49 13.9 0.53 0.52

1267116 532 0.42 34 0.48 0.49 13.2 0.55 0.55
117 523 1103 0.47 31 0.50 0.51 12.3 0.51 0.52
118 352 791 0.44 30 0.53 0.52 12.9 0.53 0.53
119 335 721 0.46 27 0.54 0.56 13.3 0.54 0.56
120 170 355 0.48 24 0.51 0.52 8.8
121 224 511 0.44 23 0.52 0.53 8.9
122 172 402 0.43 22 0.48 0.50 8.4 0.54 0.54
123 114 261 0.44 19 0.53 0.52 7.7 0.50 0.50
124 146 331 0.44 15 0.52 0.53 6.4 0.56 0.55
125 129 299 0.43 13 0.51 0.51 5.2 0.55 0.53

0.58

0.59

0.58

0.60

0.60

0.57

0.656

0.653

0.634

0.07

0.03

0.04

2624

1192

1412

0.59

0.58

0.56

20.5 0.56 0.57 0.653 0.03 1238 0.55 Pri

19.4 0.57 0.50 0.656 0.03 1128 0.57
17.8 0.51 0.53 0.655 0.03 995 0.54 SI

20.3 0.53 0.54 0.655 0.03 1158 0.54
0.51 0.52 0.657 0.02 995 0.50

19 0.54 0.55 0.654 0.03 995 0.54
19 0.53 0.54 0.654 0.02 957 0.53

16.9 0.51 0.53 0.654 0.02 866 0.50
16.1 0.54 0.55 0.653 0.02 799 0.55
16.8

15.5

0.52

0.51

0.53

0.52

0.6E3

0.652

0.02

0.02

935

707

0.54

0.51
rt

13.6 0.51 0.53 0.656 0.02 688 0.54
14.2 0.51 0.52 0.657 0.02 620 0.52
14.5 0.52 0.53 0.655 0.02 603 0.54

13.2 0.51 0.52 0.661 0.01 511 0.53
12.5 0.53 0.54 0.653 0.01 507 0.54
10.3 0.54 0.56 0.655 0.01 437 0.57

0.51 0.52 0.656 0.01 243 0.54

0.52 0.53 0.656 0.01 249 0.54
9.7 0.51 0.53 0.6E5 0.01 257 0.53
8.0 0.51 0.53 0.653 0.00 194 0.51

7.3 0.54 0.55 0.65 0.00 147 0.53
5.6 0.53 0.55 0.658 0.00 92 0.52
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Appendix D - (Cont.)

Aralysis of Variarre 114x3rt far trueirpted care da-sity

ATM glable fcr RBEgnm 'Variable: Ctre dirsity (trueicjibed)

92

Etrar liarm
ACIREEtt ) 1 6.073E-02 6.03E-02 66.74 0.0000 liFFCR
B(FCMIEN) 1 1.373E-03 1.373E-03 1.51 0.2226 ERR
AB 1 4.856E-04 4.856E-04 0.53 0.4671 EFFCR
EFKR 86 .078268 9.100E-04
2131:AL(Alj) 89 .339499

Mere & Stallard Errom far Y = Cite d3-sity (ekilted)

Man Cttrt Man Std.Errar
ALL 90 .5040484

A: MEW
1 44 .4779545 4.547E-03
2 46 .5301423 4.447E-03

B: INK S=2
1 48 .5002241 4.354Er03
2 42 .5079727 4.654E-03

AB: TREEit,W1 W
1,1 22 .4763636 6.431E-03
1,2 22 .4795454 6.431E-03
2,1 26 .5238846 5.916E-03
2,2 20 .5364 6.74M-03
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